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OUR NEW ADVENTURE! WHY

WE MADE A NEWSLETTER?

As we always say, no two venues are the same and neither are days
here at Trident Manor. Each month we embark on new
adventures, deliver customised services, accomplish tasks and
sometimes, normally due to time constraints or workload, we are
left with limited opportunities to inform colleagues of our work &
achievements. For this reason, a decision was taken that a monthly
newsletter was the right way to remain connected with our clients,
friends & followers and to provide regular updates about the
company's activities. 

The newsletter will discuss events & activities undertaken by the
team over the previous month, & will also discuss some key issues
& topics being faced within the sectors Trident Manor operates.

We will be sending these out the first Monday of every month &
will adapt to feedback from the readers, good & bad. 

Thank you & we wish you an enjoyable read.

A Message from the Team
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PERSONAL SAFETY AND

SECURITY WORKSHOP -

FOR WOMEN

Raise awareness of the problems and how attacks can
occur
Help understand Situational Awareness and the part it
plays in personal safety. 
Give practical advice to minimise delegates' exposure to
violence when away from home. 

On Friday the 26th of March, our Managing Director Andy
Davis & hosted a free event on the subject of 'Personal
Safety & Security Workshop' which was specifically aimed
at a female audience. 

This followed the tragic kidnap & murder of Sarah Everard
in London by a serving police officer & the outpouring of
concerns expressed by females about their personal safety
and security. Andy decided to share his experiences as a
specialist personal safety consultant to provide free
practical advice that females could use to better protect
themselves from violence. 

The objectives were:

The event lasted 3 hours & was attended by over 200
participants from around the world. The feedback was
brilliant & Andy thanks everyone for the positive messages
of support. As was outlined at the start if one person was
able to avoid violence or becoming a victim after
participating then it was a success. As a team, we would like
to thank Andy for raising the initiative and delivering what
appears to have been a highly successful programme. 

          

          

Please find additional resources
& links that can assist with your
personal safety & security on the
next page.
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"I can't promise to

prevent violence, I can't

change social

perceptions, nor can I

change governmental

policies but I can

hopefully stop at least

one delegate (preferably

more) becoming the

victim of violent crime

through increased

awareness and vigilance."

- Andy Davis

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=safety&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6777288885329248256
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=security&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6777288885329248256


Additional  Safety &

Security Resources 

•End Violence Against Women

https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/ 

•Suzy Lamplugh Trust

https://www.suzylamplugh.org/ 

•Victim Support

https://www.victimsupport.org.uk/  

•Crime Stoppers https://crimestoppers-

uk.org/keeping-safe/personal-safety 

•UN Women

https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-

do/ending-violence-against-women/prevention

At the time of reading, a recording is live on

our YouTube Channel and a Handbook will also

be available to download from our Learning

Center on our website.

Online Course Becomes
CPD Certified
Coronavirus has caused a lot of changes, especially

in the education sector with many programmes

moving online. During the first lockdown, Trident

Manor decided to expand more into online teaching

to ensure people in the UK and around the world

could continue to benefit from our training

programmes. while keeping the same quality that

we have always provided with our in-person

training. We are proud to announce that our online

Preventing workplace violence & Introduction to

the Protection of Cultural Venues have now been

CPD Certified. 

For Info and Enrolment:  
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https://tridentmanor-trainingacademy.teachable.com/

https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/
https://www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk/
https://www.suzylamplugh.org/
https://www.suzylamplugh.org/
https://www.victimsupport.org.uk/
https://www.victimsupport.org.uk/
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/keeping-safe/personal-safety
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/keeping-safe/personal-safety
https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/ending-violence-against-women/prevention
https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/ending-violence-against-women/prevention
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiOYL5ycolI_JLDiGpj-qzg
https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/ending-violence-against-women/prevention
https://tridentmanor-trainingacademy.teachable.com/


On Monday, 8th of March Valentina

Sabucco, (Cultural Protection Lead),

delivered a presentation on “The 1954

Hague Convention: Planning and

applying safeguarding measures” to

the students of the course

"Museografia Arachaeologica" at

Bologna University, Italy.

The University had organised a series

of online sessions focusing on the

importance, application, and

challenges of the Hague Convention

and its two protocols in the

protection of cultural property. We

would like to deeply thank Prof. and

Prof.ssa Maino and Dr Massimo

Carcione, Head Researcher of

Maniscalco Center, for their

invitation to support this important

initiative, which we hope will be one

of many to come.

Valentina observed that today’s

youth will be responsible for the

safeguarding of our cultural heritage

tomorrow.

She identified that it is vital to boost

international collaboration, share

experience, learn from each other so

that best practices can be

implemented globally. She shared the

experience developed by Trident

Manor in the context of safeguarding

measures & how they dovetailed into

the context of the Convention.

The presentation focused on Article3

of the Hague Convention on the

Protection of Cultural Property in the

Event of Armed Conflict, and in

particular on the concept of

“peacetime”, “foreseeable effects”,

and “measures”. 

By applying the risk management

approaches to the Convention, the

concepts of threats, risks, and

vulnerabilities were discussed, and

examples of protective measures

were provided. The presentation

stressed the need for training across

the sectors, in particular armed forces

but equally heritage professionals,

and the wider community.

“Cultural property
protection is a

fascinating, varied,
and complex field,

where you never
stop learning and

you can benefit
from fruitful

discussions with
peers and

colleagues.”

Everyone plays a role in the creation

of a security culture, by helping those

involved in the sector understand

their roles and responsibilities, the

protection of communities’ cultural

heritage is less a utopia and more a

reality.

Valentina concluded by saying, “I

hope these sessions will motivate

students in getting more involved in

the protection of cultural heritage

which at times is extremely difficult,

but also incredibly rewarding.”

To know more about our cultural

protection training programmes and

the wider services we offer to the

heritage sector, contact us at

Enquiries@tridentmanor.com 

Valentina Sabucco addresses University of Bologna students in
cultural property protection.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

ENGAGEMENT
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- Valentina Sabucco

https://www.unibo.it/en
https://www.facebook.com/centrostudimaniscalco
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/armed-conflict-and-heritage/convention-and-protocols/1954-hague-convention/
mailto:enquiries@tridentmanor.com
mailto:enquiries@tridentmanor.com
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Supporting Global
Logistical Trade Body

In March, Trident Manor was asked by a USA based

client to help a global organisation, linked to the

United Nations, undertake a review of their road

safety activities, identify any vulnerabilities, and

identify ways in which deaths and incidents could be

reduced.

A detailed review of existing road safety practices

was conducted in parallel with an evaluation of the

likely threats (e.g. criminal, social, environmental,

etc.) that could impact members’ operations. Based

on the initial assessment, a survey was created and

circulated to over 180  member states. The data

gathered will then be used to inform the

development of pragmatic and sensible actions that

the client can implement to minimise its members’

exposure to risks and ensure high-quality road safety

and security standards are met.

Protecting Historical
Buildings
Trident Manor Limited has been engaged to provide

consultant services to support physical and technical

security redesign services & operational reviews at a

prestigious theatre, based in the North West of

England. This requires considering the fact that the

theatre is a Listed building & the ability to install

modern security equipment is made more difficult

because of the fragile nature of the building’s décor &

the need to ensure an aesthetically pleasing

installation. Trident Manor has specialised in

working within cultural & heritage sites for the last 8

year and understands planning requirements &

considerations during design & implementation

stages.



What does a career in security and risk
management entail?

On Thursday, 18th our Managing Director, Andy
Davis, was delighted to answer that very question.
He was invited to  share  his  personal  experiences
of working within the security, risk, and crisis
management sectors with students on the Master
Programme of the Institute of Hazard Risk and
Resilience at Durham University

"I believe it is mine and my peers' responsibility to
mentor and act as a good example for new
generations. If my experience and suggestions can
motivate students to pursue a career in the security
and risk management, as well as to better
understand the options available, that is for me an
incredible reward," commented Andy.

"Since 2016, I have spoken with these student
groups and found it beneficial outlining the
breadth of opportunities that exist within the
security and associated sectors. I'm also proud to
have helped develop some of the students through
the offering of internships and vocational support.
I encourage those within the security sector to
reach out to higher educational institutions and see
what part you can play in developing the young
professionals of the future. For those people in
education and who want to understand the
opportunities that exist, why not reach out to some
of the professional security bodies that exist,  such
as The Security Institute, or ASIS International?
Drop us a line, we are a friendly bunch!" 

Careers
Development
Outreach

“I believe it is mine and my peers'
responsibility to mentor and act as a
good example for new generations.”

–Andy Davis
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAACPVHQB78W4vV3aIDwzi3J4phUhJi3U0d4
https://www.linkedin.com/company/durham-university/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23security
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23youngprofessionals
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1129097/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/30614/


Covid-19 has negatively

impacted the arts and culture

sectors causing operational

disruption, financial losses and

unfortunately the closure of

some venues. This has also

affected the ability to maintain

and protect collections and

venues  due to restrictions, the

loss of revenue and having to

operate with reduced staff and

limited opening times.

This has the potential to

increase the likelihood of

collections, venues and sites

being targeted by criminals

and other adversarial threats.

For this reason, the IAASF

(International Arts and Antiquities

Security Forum) is hosting a two-

day event to share information

about the threats to the sector

and risk they pose and discuss

sensible approaches to

proactively manage and reduce

them. The conference provides

delegates, who have

responsibilities for the protection,

custody and management of arts

and antiques, with a professional

learning experience assured by

the presence and involvement of

renowned professionals from

across the heritage, risk and

security sectors. 

Due to the continued crisis

caused by COVID and the

devastating financial impact

upon cultural venues, those staff

directly engaged within the arts,

antiquities and cultural heritage 

 will have FREE access to the

conference.

I A A S F  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 2 1 -  P R O T E C T I N G  C U L T U R A L
H E R I T A G E  I N  A  G L O B A L  P A N D E M I C

 

To register for the

conference, please visit

our Eventbrite page.

Places limited.

DATE AND TIME

 

WED, 23 JUN 2021, 

AFTERNOON + DRINKS

RECEPTIONS

 

THU, 24 JUN 2021, 

ALL DAY

LOCATION

 

MERCURE DARLINGTON

KINGS HOTEL

9 - 12 PRIESTGATE

DARLINGTON

DL1 1NW
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https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/iaasf-conference-2021-protecting-cultural-heritage-in-a-global-pandemic-tickets-125866266391
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INTERNATIONAL THREAT

ASSESSMENTS

Trident Manor received an urgent request to undertake a threat
assessment on a Pakistan based local member of staff following
circulation of online materials that accused the staff member of a
number of offences against Islam and potentially against the blasphemy
laws; still punishable by death.

The UK team set about trawling social media (English and Urdu) to
understand where the threats originated and the level of risk that existed.
In parallel the victim was interviewed by our MD, Andy Davis who has
operated across Pakistan in a security risk management capacity. Due to
some people taking offence at the legal activities that were being
undertaken by the victim, and the fact that they challenged the more
conservative religious views a genuine risk of grave harm was identified.
Even though it was established that the most disturbing and malicious
allegations had been falsified, showing doctored images and overdubbed
recordings.

However, the message was now out and social media did what it does best
(for better or worse) and circulated it to millions of people with adverse
comments coming from around the world, therefore the risks remained.
This was further supported by the discovery of materials from terrorist
organisations Terik-i-Taliban (TTP) and Sipah-e-Sahaba calling for
action to be taken against the event organisers; the victim being one of
them.

Enquiries with local resources provided commentary of the threats and
increased likelihood of them being carried out unless the social media
recriminations calmed. Preparations were put in place for the victim to
be evacuated or taken to a place of safety if that was the decision of the
client. 

Everything was shared through an emergency strategy meeting with the
client, legal, and HR teams alongside a series of solutions and
recommendations for keeping the staff member safe and secure. 

          

For information about the
specialist services that Trident
Manor can provide you please
feel free to contact us.
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When these events happen &

there is a genuine threat to

life it is important that all

available resources are made

available to firstly correctly

assess the threat levels and

risks they pose and then

secondly provide clients with

sufficient detailed

information to enable them to

make informed decisions. This

involves round the clock

working but the preservation

of life is an overriding priority.

- Andy Davis

On Friday, 23rd April, Trident Manor was engaged
to undertake a threat assessment on behalf of a US-
based client following threats having been received
by an employee. Threat assessment delivered using
local and international resources.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tehrik-i-Taliban_Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sipah-e-Sahaba_Pakistan
https://www.tridentmanor.com/contact-us/
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Our Managing Director, delivered Trident
Manor Training Academy's CPD certified
Situational Awareness programme to an
audience primarily consisting of delegates from
the USA. The programme was a huge success
with loads of interactions and the delivery of
specific outcomes that help the delegates
proactively identify changes in the environment
through the use of sensory stimulus, knowledge,
and processed information.

As well as a lot of laughter, there were serious
observations about general levels of alertness,
how to retain levels of awareness and identifying
ways that situational awareness can reduce
personal risks, as well as those faced by
organisations, the public, and visitors to venues.
Throughout the training there was great
engagement with questions being asked and
clarification being sought.

PROVIDING  CPD  CERTIFIED  SITUATIONAL

AWARENESS  PROGRAMMES  TO

INTERNATIONAL  AUDIENCES

At the end of the programme, all delegates left
very happy and having learnt lots because of
how the content was shared.

If you travel for any reason, are engaged in any
sector where there is public interface, or there
are increased risks to personal safety and
security, then this programme should be
considered by you, and your organisation to
help proactively avoid risks that can be faced. 
The contents of the programme have been
delivered to multiple sectors around the world
including cultural heritage, hospitality,
humanitarian, security, governmental
organisations, sporting and event industry, and
private individuals. The programme is a great
foundation for helping detect surveillance
during terrorist and criminal attack planning
stages. Andy Davis commented, "Situational
awareness is the foundation for personal
security. Without it you are potentially a
walking victim!"

To find out more about this or any of our other
specialist training programmes why not Contact
Us or email the team at
training@tridentmanor.com. Our team is able
to deliver this programme globally, online, or
via our e-Learning platform on 'Teachable'.
https://tridentmanor-
trainingacademy.teachable.com/ 

During the final week of April, specialist
training was delivered to an
international audience on the subject of
situational awareness with the aim of
maintaining levels of alertness and
vigilance from the threats that exist and
reducing the risk of loss, harm or
damage. 

https://www.tridentmanor.com/contact-us/
https://tridentmanor-trainingacademy.teachable.com/
https://tridentmanor-trainingacademy.teachable.com/


SECURITY
CROSSWORD

*Answers found on the reverse of next page
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Concluding Thoughts 
I hope you have enjoyed reading our first

newsletter and seeing a snapshot of the wide

range of work, and activities that we as an

organisation are involved in. It is our intention to

continue sharing our updates whilst also

including important information from

governmental or other reliable sources to help

protect you and your organisation.

Finally, if there are any specific questions that

you have for me or the team please feel free to

raise them and we can share the Q&A wider in

the hope of benefitting a wider audience.
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https://actearly.uk/
https://www.counterterrori

sm.police.uk/
@TerrorismPolice 

Working to protect the UK
from terrorism

#ActionCountersTerrorism
 

https://www.thecssc.com/
Operating under charitable status,

CSSC aims to help businesses
remain safe and secure by providing
information that will assist them to

develop robust resilience and
emergency preparedness plans.

1.Trident 2.Surveillance 3.Yakuza 4. Fire 5.Substantial 6.Assange 7.Alcatraz 8.Cooper 9.White Hat 10.Risk
11.ASIS  12.Bristol 13.Green Room 14.Practice

Crossword Answers

https://actearly.uk/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ActionCountersTerrorism&src=hashtag_click
https://actearly.uk/


+441325 734849

enquiries@tridentmanor.com

 

 


